WASHER AND BRUSHER MACHINE FOR HAMS
TO WASH AND BRUSH HAMS AFTER SALT PROCESS

WASHER / BRUSHER OF HAMS
LAVAFAC-600
To brush and wash the hams is necessary in some steps
of the ham cured process.
After salt process is necessary to take of the salt rests on
the surface of ham.
After dry cured process, it´s normal the mildews
presences in the surface of the hams. Hams has not good
aspect for the commercial chaine.
Machine with brushers, pressure water and moving
sprayers, give us a final product without salt rests,
without mildews and good aspect.
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WASHER AND BRUSHER MACHINE FOR HAMS
TO WASH AND BRUSH HAMS AFTER SALT PROCESS

Once of ham is placed on the conveyor belt, it comes into
the washing chamber where a system of sprinklers
adapts to the surface of the ham and inject water at high
pressure , at the same time brushers help us in this
procees.
Salt is collected in tank placed undermeath, and water is
reused for the next ham.
Hams are washed by both sides and comes out of the
machine ready to be hang.

- Closet washing circuit.
- Pump with draught filter.
- Independent hanging sprinklers.
- Water level control washing water in the tank.
- Rising with water direct from the mains.
- Stainless steel conveyor AISI 304.

Types
Length :
Width:
High:
Weight:
Power:
Electrical consumption:
Conveyor motor power:
Washer pum power:
Washing pressure :
Water consumption :
Ø water inlet :
Production:

LAVAFAC-600
2. 020mm.
1.140 mm.
1.530 mm.
790 kg.
8 C.V.
5,92 kW.
0,4 kW.
4 KW.
3 kg/cm²
1000 lts/h.
1”
600 pieces/h.

